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AUTO PARTS AUTO PARTS 
INVENTORY INVENTORY 
SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS

WHY CHOOSE DATASCAN?WHY CHOOSE DATASCAN?

When you choose Datascan for your auto 
parts inventory counting, you gain control over 
the inventory process with the added benefits 
of flexibility and ease-of-use. Our customized 
solutions decrease your total cost of ownership 
by eliminating excess labor hours and reducing 
your total inventory time. 

• Improved count results with increased 
inventory accuracy

• 30% reduction in labor and inventory 
expense

• 0%  capital expenditure

• User-friendly scanners and hardware

• Industry-leading counting software and 
inventory management system

• Full DMS integration

• Barcode and RFID solutions

• Custom data and analytics reporting 
provided after each count

• Supplemental staffing services

• CDK Global Approved Partner

Self-scan inventorySelf-scan inventory
Your parts staff counts with 
Datascan equipment and 
software.

Guided inventoryGuided inventory
We provide the expertise of an 
on-site inventory manager while 
your staff counts with Datascan 
equipment and software.

Full-service inventoryFull-service inventory
We provide an inventory manager 
and personnel to conduct the 
count using Datascan equipment 
and software.

datascan.com



DATASCAN VS THE COMPETITIONDATASCAN VS THE COMPETITION

DATASCANDATASCAN THE COMPETITIONTHE COMPETITION

Specialized inventory scanning hardware and Specialized inventory scanning hardware and 
software with a broad range of features and software with a broad range of features and 
functionalitiesfunctionalities

Basic equipment with limited Basic equipment with limited 
functionalityfunctionality

Real-time inventory tracking and updates to Real-time inventory tracking and updates to 
ensure the most accurate and efficient countensure the most accurate and efficient count

No real-time visibility into count No real-time visibility into count 
activityactivity

Advanced data analytics and reporting Advanced data analytics and reporting 
with valuable insights to drive better business with valuable insights to drive better business 
decisionsdecisions

Minimal report optionsMinimal report options

Cloud-based software with the flexibility to Cloud-based software with the flexibility to 
access inventory data from anywhereaccess inventory data from anywhere

Software installed on computer Software installed on computer 
with on-site access onlywith on-site access only

Auto industry specific features like VIN Auto industry specific features like VIN 
scanning and matchingscanning and matching

Generic counting features Generic counting features 
capture basic count capture basic count informationinformation

Seamlessly integrates with existing dealership Seamlessly integrates with existing dealership 
management systems to streamline the management systems to streamline the 
inventory process and minimize manual data inventory process and minimize manual data 
entryentry

Additional steps required to Additional steps required to 
integrate data with DMSintegrate data with DMS

Advanced security measures, including Advanced security measures, including 
encryption and strict user access controls to encryption and strict user access controls to 
safeguard sensitive datasafeguard sensitive data

Limited security measures risk Limited security measures risk 
data exposure and loss of datadata exposure and loss of data

Comprehensive customer training and 24/7 Comprehensive customer training and 24/7 
supportsupport

Minimal training and limited Minimal training and limited 
supportsupport

Learn more about Datascan’s
auto parts inventory solutions

Kristin Oosterhart
Account Executive - Automotive Division

koosterhart@datascan.com
847-915-0233
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DATASCAN’S PARTNERSHIP WITH 
ACCUPARTS
Datascan is proud to partner 
with AccuParts to deliver parts 
inventory solutions to the auto 
industry.

AccuParts brings unmatched 
experience and expertise 
in auto parts inventory management, with a 
comprehensive understanding of dealership 
operations, including DMS systems. Their 
knowledgeable and trained associates work 
with dealerships to provide guided and full-
service parts counts that deliver accurate data 
insights and recommendations to help improve 
profitability and efficiency.


